
 Symbol cards for heat and 
cold

 Symbols cards for ice, water 
and steam

 Music – ‘The Little 
Humpbacked Horse’ by R. 
Shchedrin – available on 
YouTube

10–15 minutes

SYMBOL GAMES

Begin by playing a version of the solid/liquid game – when you say: Cold, ice! Your child holds their hands close to 
their bodies and shiver; when you say: Warm, the ice has melted and turned into water! they pretend to swim; 
when you say; Hot, the water has turned into steam! they circle their arms in the air while making hissing noises; 
when you say: Cold, the steam has turned back into water! they pretend to swim; and when you say: Freezing, 
the water has turned into ice! they shiver.

Play one round and repeat each phrase a few times. 

Then tell your child that you are going to play the game again, but this time you are going to use special cards to 
help them decide which action they need to do.

Show your child the card representing heat, and use questions to help them make the connection 
between the symbol and the processes that it represents and causes, i.e. ice transforming into water 
and water transforming into steam (the heat of the sun, or heat from a hotplate, or other heat source 
turns ice into water and water into steam). Make sure they understand that when they see the heat 
symbol, it means that ice is melting and turning into water, so the action they need is the ‘swimming’ 
one, and that if you continue to show the heat card then they need the ‘hissing’ action, because heat 
transforms water into steam.

Show them the card representing cold and use questions to help them establish the connection 
between the symbol and the processes that it represents and causes, i.e. steam transforming into 
water and water transforming into ice (cold makes steam condense into water and freezes water 
turning it into ice). Make sure they understand that when they see the cold symbol it means that 
steam is transforming into water, so they need the ‘swimming’ action, and if you continue to hold up 
the card they need the ‘shivering’ action because the water is turning to ice.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child knows the effect of cold on steam and water. 
Your child knows the effect of heat on ice and water.
Your child recognises that specific images may represent ice, water, steam, heat and cold. 
Your child responds with appropriate actions to cards representing the action of heat on ice and water.
Your child responds with appropriate actions to cards representing the action of cold on steam and water.

To consolidate knowledge of the three states of water
To introduce symbols for ice, water, steam, heat and cold 
To practise understanding and using the symbols
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Play one round as an introduction to the main game – alternate showing the two symbols while your child transforms from ice to water, from water 
to steam, from steam to water, and back to ice again. Help them this first time by commenting as you hold up the heat and cold symbol cards in turn: 
Heat! Ice turns to water! Swim! –– Heat! Water turns to steam! Hiss! –– Cold! Steam turns to water! Swim! –– Cold! Water turns to ice! Shiver!

Now tell your child that they are going to learn to play the full game without using any words at all. Show them the symbol cards for ice, water and 
steam, and use questions to help them recognise what each symbol represents (the blue square looks like hard, cold ice; the waves look like water, 
and the white fluffy cloud looks like steam).

Play the game again by holding up either the heat or the cold card, and one of the ice, water or steam cards each time. Repeat using all the possible 
combinations several times. For example, you hold up the heat card and the water card, and so your child must think of what happens to water when 
it is heated and act out the answer – steam – by circling their arms and hissing, and then showing you the steam symbol card:
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SYMBOL GAMES – continued 
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Play short extracts from ‘The Little Humpbacked Horse’ by R. Shchedrin for your child – one of the slower pieces to represent the hard, cold and still 
ice, one of the slightly more lively sections to represent the flowing water, and one of the fastest ones to represent the fast-rising steam. Discuss each 
before going onto the next.

Then play a game where you play one of the three extracts and your child has to respond by holding up the correct card – ice, water or steam. If you 
have more than one child doing this, they can choose the correct symbol card together for this game. 

You can play another round where your child has to act out being ice, water or steam using the actions from the other games, according to the 
extract of music that you play.
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Cut out each symbol card separately.
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